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Apple’s macOS Ventura | 7 New Security

Changes to Be Aware Of

June 13, 2022
by Phil Stokes

Apple’s Worldwide Developer Conference for 2022 has just closed out and with it we have had our �rst look at macOS 13, aka macOS Ventura, slate

Stage Manager viewing mode and the ability to use Quick Look in Spotlight search results, but there are more interesting – and potentially disruptiv

interest to enterprise security teams and Mac administrators.

1. Ventura Hardware Limitations | Can Your Enterprise Macs Run macOS 13?

A new OS can sometimes mean new hardware for those that want to adopt it and any security improvements it may promise, and Ventura drops sup

You’ll need a machine that’s no older than 2017, and in the case of the MacBook Air and the Mac Mini models, advance that one more year to 2018

support macOS 13 Ventura.

Here’s the full list of Macs that support macOS 13 Ventura:

MacBook 2017 and later

MacBook Pro 2017 and later

iMac 2017 and later

iMac Pro 2017

MacBook Air 2018 and later

Mac Mini 2018 and later

Mac Pro 2019 and later

Source: Apple

2. Gatekeeper in Ventura – Fortified, But Still Flawed

Gatekeeper is Apple’s �rst line of defence in its model of check, block and remove. Whereas MRT.app has traditionally dealt with removal and XProt

code meets the local system policy. The policy includes checks such as whether the code is validly signed and whether it has been tampered with in

Prior to Ventura, these checks are only performed the �rst time the code is run. That means a malicious actor or malicious process could still alter t

Now in Ventura, Gatekeeper’s responsibilites have been extended to include checking that notarized apps have also not been modi�ed by unauthor

– a vital function for things such as updates – but those processes need to be explicitly allowed by the developer.

This is welcome news, and it should help �ght malicious hijacking of legitimate apps already on the user’s system. However, the Gatekeeper check 

they want to allow it in System Settings.

Expect to see some creative social engineering attempts around this weak spot, as well as some intensive scrutiny by security researchers. Based o

TCC framework.

3. Paths to Persistence – Warnings for Login Items, LaunchAgents and LaunchDaemons

Perhaps one of the biggest – or at least most noticeable – changes to both security and the user experience is the change to the venerable ‘System 

/System/Applications/System Settings.app 

The iOS-style makeover will be controversial among long-time Mac users. Some will say a redesign was well overdue and that the iOS styling adds c

based form factor. However you feel about it, what is certain is that you’ll need to use the search �eld to �nd your way around in the list-based inter

From a security angle, one new feature is that users can now manage Login Items, LaunchAgents and LaunchDaemons all from a single place in Sys

hidden directories in the Finder, using the Terminal, or relying on 3rd party software. This has always been problematic, particularly with LaunchAge

Now in macOS Ventura, not only can users see which apps are set up for persistence, they can also control them from a single place in System Setti

(or two…).

As LaunchAgents are the single most widely used means of persistence by macOS malware, this can only be a good thing. The extra visibility and co

improvement to macOS security that we welcome.

Inevitably, however, there are caveats that enterprise teams need to be aware of. This extra security to protect against malware and misuse will als

dismiss. In some cases, as in our example above, one installation may produce more than one alert. Secondly, and perhaps more worryingly, users 

If your organization uses essential software with such persistence mechanisms, you will want to �gure out what kind of support calls you might rec

these items via MDM or some other mechanism to prevent users disabling critical software.

4. Passkeys – Is It the Beginning of the End for Phishing Attacks on macOS?

In collaboration with Google, Microsoft and other industry players, Apple has been working on a new logon technology for web and other remote se

passwords present. Passwords are easily phished from users or stolen from servers and provide the gateway to account takeover and enterprise co

Passkeys aim to solve the problems with passwords. They are essentially a form of public-private key encryption, with a private key generated and 

strong and only ever used for a single account. Users don’t need to remember them as the device will allow the user to choose available passkeys a

owner of the account.

To make passkeys as portable as passwords, however, they need to be synced across a user’s devices, and that means – at least in Apple’s case – v

shared or public computers by means of authentication via QR codes. Interestingly, the devices presenting and scanning the QR codes need to be in

“impossible”.

Apple says that “entire categories of security problems, like weak and reused credentials, credential leaks, and phishing, are just not possible anym

innovation.

5. Wave Goodbye to CAPTCHAS (And Thanks for All The Bridges)

Aside from Passkeys, macOS Ventura aims to improve the logon experience of users accessing remote servers by bringing an end to the need for th

CAPTCHAS are meant to prevent robots and automated scripts from attempting to access services that should only be accessed by actual human b

however, they can be frustratingly dif�cult at times. They also present issues for Accessibility and can negatively impact certain kinds of users. On t

a risk to privacy.

With macOS 13 Ventura, Apple has introduced Private Access Tokens in the hope that these will eventually make CAPTCHAS a thing of the past. Wh

developers begin to adopt PATs in their apps and on their servers, the prevalence of CAPTCHAS on macOS should begin to dwindle.

6. ESLogger | Visibility for Security Researchers

One of the things we, and we suspect many security-focused IT teams, are excited about in macOS Ventura is the potential of the new ESLogger co

looks like it may be extremely useful for security practitioners, malware analysts and threat detection engineers.

As per the tool’s man page, ESLogger interfaces with the Endpoint Security framework to log ES events, which can be output to �le, stdout or the un

Source: Apple

Apple has also renewed its commitment to 3rd party security products by adding further NOTIFY events to the ES framework, and ESLogger suppor

security-relevant events for researchers without needing to deploy a full ES client.

7. Improved DNS Security With DNSSEC

With macOS 13, Apple has brought in support for developers wishing to use DNSSEC and DNS with DDR in their applications. As most security team

supports encryption nor authorization, making it possible for attackers to conduct attacks like DNS Cache poisoning, in which an attacker switches t

With DNSSEC (Domain Name Security), developers can now ensure that their apps are only talking to who they are meant to be talking to and that d

According to Apple, “DNSSEC protects data integrity by attaching signatures in responses. If a response is altered by an attacker, the signature of th

DNSSEC is a speci�cation created by the IETF. Apple says that while a number of DNS service providers already support it, client support is not wid

and decrease the number of attacks through this vector.

Conclusion

With this latest iteration of macOS, Apple has made some bold – and, in general, largely welcome – security improvements. Of these, the two most 

receive UI noti�cations when apps add Login Items, LaunchAgents or LaunchDaemons. There are, of course, other ways for malware to persist in m

In that regard, it is also important to see that Apple has renewed its commitment to 3rd party security tools with further events added to the ES fram

going forward.

Like this article? Follow us on LinkedIn, Twitter, YouTube or Facebook to see the content we post.
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